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Lesson 22: 

Surround Yourself with Divine Friends and Sage Support 

With their minds fixed on Me, with their lives absorbed in Me, enlightening each other, and ever 

speaking of Me, they are contented and delighted.                                                                                          

— Bhagavad Gita 10.9
1
 

 

As we conclude Module Two: Skills for Thriving, we explore the importance of spiritual friendship 

and support. The opening verse from the Bhagavad Gita in this lesson points out the delight of 

spiritual knowledge and companionship. As we become more focused on the spiritual path, we 

naturally find our relationships changing. New bonds are formed and some fall away. We are 

changing, and our relationships reflect that. When our heart and soul are ablaze with the fire of 

transforming divine love and the search for spiritual truth, we seek communion with those who 

share that interest and passion.  

Surrounding ourselves with divine friendship is a great support for keeping the soul fire of divine 

intent strong and maintaining our spiritual focus in a world of distraction. There are four 

significant forms of divine friendship to cultivate that help guide us, protect us, and buoy our 

spirit as we endeavor to remain steadfast in our commitment to thrive. Our four best divine 

friends are: our divine Self; the illumined sages of the ages; our spiritual teacher or teachers; and 

our community of spiritual companions—like-minded friends who share our spiritual values.   

Lift Yourself by Your Self 

One should uplift oneself by the Self; 

One should not degrade oneself; 

																																																													
1
 Bhagavad Gita 10.9, in Baba Hari Dass, translation and commentary, Srimad Bhagavad Gita Chapters VII-XII, (Santa 

Cruz: Sri Rama Publishing, 2014), 245 
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For the Self alone can be a friend to oneself,  

And the Self alone can be an enemy of oneself.  –Bhagavad Gita, 6.5
2
 

 

The first and greatest friendship for us to cultivate is with our true Self. All our spiritual practice 

is geared toward recognizing, cultivating, and elevating that essential relationship. While 

others—including our guru or spiritual teacher—may inspire and educate us, they cannot live for 

us. We are the only ones who can do what we know is right. We are the only ones who can 

implement the teachings and learn to follow the divine impulse within our own soul. It requires 

both commitment and sustained effort to make new, positive, uplifting choices by substituting 

higher drives and inclinations for lower drives and habits that do not lead to freedom or spiritual 

fulfillment.  

  

Cultivating friendship with the divine Self means taking responsibility for our actions. We can 

choose to follow the dictates of higher wisdom—the promptings of our conscience or soul—or 

we can ignore them. If we ignore the Self, intimacy in the relationship fades, just like it does any 

friendship that is not nurtured with time and connection. But if we pay attention to the higher 

Self and act in harmony with it, a deep bond ensues. Then the Self as our great friend becomes an 

ever-stronger advocate for our highest happiness and well-being.  

Visit the Illuminated Sages Every Day 

A time-tested way to lift our mind every day is to study scripture or read something spiritually 

inspirational. The words of the illumined sages are imbued with their enlightened consciousness. 

When we are attuned to them, our consciousness is lifted by association.  

																																																													
2
 Bhagavad Gita 6.5, in Winthrop Sargeant, trans., The Bhagavad Gita (Albany: State University of New York Press, 

2009), 276. 
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Find a translation and commentary of scripture that inspires you. Read a verse or two, 

contemplate it, and then write about it. Contemplation is the key to transformation through 

scripture reading. It’s not just what someone has written but our ability to experience it that 

makes the difference. Look for the aha moment. Let it touch you. That is how the enlightened 

sages through the ages can be spiritual friends to us.  

Patanjali’s sutra verse 1.37 indicates that contemplation of the consciousness of an awakened 

sage (one who is free from the pull of desire), can help us achieve realization. We read their 

words, and the stories of their lives, and think about how they act or acted. What would it be like 

to experience that freedom or that depth of compassion? This contemplation helps to purify our 

mental field. A simple metaphysical law underlies this practice: we become like that which we 

think about.  

Spiritual Teacher as Divine Friend  

Our spiritual teacher not only offers us the teachings, practices, guidance, and encouragement to 

awaken; they also provide an example of what it can look like to live a realized life. Decades ago, 

when I met my spiritual teacher, Roy Eugene Davis, I wanted to learn the yoga teachings he was 

offering, and I also wanted to see those teachings being lived. What did such a life look like? I had 

an innate yearning to express divine qualities. I wanted to be spiritually awake. I wanted to be 

compassionate, wise, and even-minded. I wondered: If I follow this path, how will I change? What 

will my life be like?  

Arjuna, in the Bhagavad Gita, has a similar question. He wants to know what an enlightened 

person looks like! How do they walk, sit, or talk? There are several beautiful verses where Krishna 

describes a spiritually awakened person with a list of divine qualities that are evident. (Verses can 

be found in chapters 2, 6, and 12). I printed out the verses in chapter 12 and put them on a card 

with my teacher’s photo, so I could contemplate his life and what those qualities could look like—
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not just on a page in a book, but in someone demonstrating them. I did that, so I could reflect on 

the possibility of those same qualities becoming evident in me.  

Here is a portion of the description of an awakened yogi from chapter 12, The Yoga of Devotion: 

That practitioner of yoga who has no ill will toward anyone, who is friendly and compassionate, 

free from attachments to possessions, free from egotism, indifferent to both unpleasant and 

pleasurable experience, and patient, who is always contented and even-minded, who is self-

controlled, has firm conviction, whose mind and intellect is fixed on me, and who is devoted to 

me is dear to me. That one who neither causes distress nor is distressed by others [or 

circumstances], who is free from attachment to pleasure, impatience, fear, and agitation, is dear 

to me. That one who is free from cravings and anxiety, who is pure, capable, impartial, and who, 

having renounced all self-serving motives, is devoted to me, is dear to me…Indifferent to blame or 

praise, silent, content, not attached to any place, even-minded, and full of devotion; that one is 

dear to me.  

Community of Spiritual Companionship  

My teacher often remarked that the spiritual path is one of aloneness. Aloneness, but not one of 

loneliness, he would qualify. It’s a path that each of us must walk ourselves. We should not 

depend on others because what we do is up to us. However, he would also add that having like-

minded companions could be pleasant and supportive.  

To have personal friends who are focused on the spiritual path or be part of a spiritual group or 

community with shared values is a boon. As the opening verse from the Gita that prefaces this 

lesson points out, such friendships support our divine remembrance and bring us delight. After 

all, it simply isn’t appropriate to talk about God with those who are not spiritually inclined. They 

aren’t interested, and our role is surely not to try to convince anyone else. In contrast, to be able 
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to speak about the spiritual life and its value, about love for God and insight into the teachings 

and scripture—all that makes a devotee’s heart sing with joy.  

 

To support your practice, refer to: 

The Jewel of Abundance, Chapter Twelve, p 145-146 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  


